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Abstract In this paper, we derive the complete1
algebra of Lie point symmetries for the class of2

time fractionaltime-fractionalnonlinear dispersive equa-3
tion. By means of the classical Lie symmetry method,1 4
the associated vector fields are obtained which in turn5
are utilized for the reduction of the equation. In particu-2 6
lar, the conservation laws of the equation are obtained.3 7
Keywords Time-fractional nonlinear dispersive8
equation · Lie symmetry method · Conservation laws9
1 Introduction10
Differential equations play an important and central11
role in many fields. It is well known that Lie theory of12
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symmetry group provides a systemic, general and effi- 13
cient method to deal with differential equations. This 14
theory is mainly used for the construction of similarity 15
reductions, group invariant solutions and the conserva- 16
tions laws. In general, Lie symmetries can be used to 17
reduce the order as well number of independent vari- 18
ables of original equation ( system of equations ) . For 19
further details, readers are referred to [1–11] . 20
Unlike the case of
integral orderintegral-orderpartial 21
differential equations ( PDEs ) , symmetries of

fractional orderfractio22
orderpartial differential equations ( FPDEs ) have not 23
been investigated extensively. The study of FPDEs 24
through symmetries is quite interesting and signifi- 25
cant [12–28] . Therefore, in our presentstudystudy,we 26
investigate the symmetries of FPDEs and thereby do the 27
analysis. We successfully obtain the reduction in inde- 28
pendent and dependent variables. Moreover, we look 29
into the key issue of whether we can identify the FPDEs 30
from which the Lie point symmetries are inherited. 31
In this paper, we will investigate the class of 32

time fractionaltime-fractionalnonlinear dispersive equa- 33
tion 34













= 0, (1) 35
where u(x, t) represents the wave profileprofile,while 36
a, b, ε and m are constants. Some special cases of ( 37
1 ) have been used to describe physical situations in 38
various fields. If α = 1, a = 0, one can get the gen- 39
eralization of the KdV equation. In the special case if 40
m = 2, a = 0, b = 1, Eq. ( 1 ) reduces to the classical 41
KdV equation, while m = 3, a = 0, b = 1, Eq. ( 1 42
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) becomes the famous mKdV equation. Further more43
descriptions of ( 1 ) and its applications can be found44
in [29–32] and references therein.45
The paper is divided as follows. In Sec. Sect. 2 ,46
some definitions and properties of Lie group method47
to analysisanalyzethe FPDEs are given. Moreover, the48
infinitesimal operators of the
Lie-pointLie pointsymmetries49
admitted by Eq. ( 1 ) are also constructed. InSec.Sect. 350
, the conservation laws of the equation are obtained. The51
main results of the paper are summarized and discussed52
in the last section.53




In this section, we employ Lie symmetry method to57
deal with the fractional nonlinear dispersive equation.58
We first briefly recall the concept of fractional deriva-59
tive ( [33–36] and references therein ) . In particular, the60

Riemann-LiouvilleRiemann–Liouvillefractional deriv-61














(t−θ)α+1−n dθ, n −1<α<n, n ∈ N ,
64
(2)65
where Γ (z) is the Euler gamma function.66
Assume that ( 1 ) is invariant under the one parameter67
Lie group of point transformations68






















































where ε is the group parameter, and its associated Lie76
algebra is spanned by the following vector fields77
V = τ(x, t, u) ∂
∂t
+ ξ(x, t, u) ∂
∂x




τ(x, t, u) = dt
∗
dε








On the basis of the infinitesimal invariance criterion, 82
one can get 83
pr (α,3)V (
1)|
1=0 = 0, (6) 84
where 















The prolongation operator pr (α,3)V is 86
pr (α,3)V = V + η0α∂∂αt u + ηx∂ux + ηxx∂uxx 87
+ ηxxx∂uxxx , (7) 88
where 89
ηx = ηx + (ηu − ξx )ux − τx ut − ξuu2x − τuux ut ,
ηxx = ηxx + (2ηxu − ξxx )ux − τxx ut
+ (ηuu − 2ξxu)u2x − 2τxuux ut−ξuuu3x−u3x
− τuuu2x ut + (ηu − 2ξx )uxx − 2τx uxt
− 3ξuuxx ux − τuuxx ut − 2τuuxt ux ,
ηxxx = ηxxx + (3ηxxu − ξxxx )ux − τxxxut + 3ut
+ 3(ηxuu−ξxxu )u2x − 3τxxuux ut + ux ut
+ (ηuuu − 3ξxuu) u3x + 3(ηxu − ξxx )uxx
− 3τxx uxt − 3τxuuu2x ut +3(ηuu −3ξxu)ux uxx
− 3τxuuxx ut − 6τxuuxt ux−3τx uxxt+
+ (ηu − 3ξx )uxxx − ξxxx u4x
− 6ξuuuxx u2x − 3τuuu2x utx−τuuuu3x ut − 3u3x ut
− 3ξuu2xx − 3τuuxxt ux − 3τuuxt uxx−3

















































































Time-fractional nonlinear dispersive equation
and additional constraint condition is98
τ(x, t, u)|t=0 = 0. (11)99
Compared with the Lie symmetry method to
integral orderintegral-100
orderdifferential equations, it is can be easily seen that101
constraint condition ( 11 ) and formula ( 9 ) are critical102
to FPDEs.103
Now, we will study the class of

time fractionaltime-104
fractionalnonlinear dispersive equation using above105
Lie symmetry group theory. First, one can get the fol-106
lowing assertion107
Theorem 1 The symmetry group of the equation is108
spanned by the following vector fields109
V1 = ∂
∂x










Proof By assuming that Eq. ( 1 ) is invariant under the112
transformation group ( 3 ) , one can get the symmetry113
equation as follows114
η0α + (a + b − 1)ηua+b−2uxxx115
+ ηxxx ua+b−1 + εm(m − 1)ηum−2ux116
+ εmηx um−1 + (a +3b−3)(a+b−2)ηua+b−3ux uxx117
+ (a + 3b − 3)ηx ua+b−2uxx118
+ (a + 3b − 3)ηxx ua+b−2ux119
+ (b − 1)(a + b − 2)(a + b − 3)ηua+b−4u3x120
+ 3(b − 1)(a + b − 2)ηx ua+b−3u2x = 0. (13)121
Substituting ( 8 ) -–( 11 ) into ( 13 ) , and letting all of122
the powers of derivatives of u to zero, one can have123
ξu = τu = ξt = ξxx = τx = ηuu = 0,124
(τtα − 3ξx )u + (a + b − 1)η = 0,125
(τtα + ηu − 3ξx )u + (a + b − 2)η = 0,126
(τtα + 2ηu − 3ξx )u + (a + b − 3)η = 0,127









Dn+1t (τ ) = 0,129
for n = 1, 2,· · ·. . . (14)130
By solving these equations, we have131
ξ = c1(a + b−m)x+c2, τ = c1 (a+b−3m+2) t
α
,132
η = 2c1u, (15)133
here c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants. Thus, the corre- 134
sponding vector fields are 135
























which complete the proof. unionsq 141
In particular, for the symmetry V2, we have the char- 142
acteristic equation 143
dx
(a + b − m) x =
αdt




which leads to the following similarity variable and the 145
similarity transformation 146
ξ = xt− α(a+b−m)a+b−3m+2 , u = t 2αa+b−3m+2 g(ξ), (19) 147
as 
requiredrequired. 148
Theorem 2 The transformation ( 19 ) reduces ( 1 ) to 149









+ εmgm−1gξ + (b − 1)(a + b − 2)ga+b−3g3ξ 153





















[α] + 1, α /∈ N ,












1 (u − 1)α−1u−(τ+α)g(ξu
1
β )du, α>0,
g(ξ), α = 0,
163
(23) 164
is the Erdé lyi–Kober fractional integral operator. 165
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Proof We first let n − 1 < α < n, n = 1, 2, 3, . . ..166
Then, in light of the 
Riemann-LiouvilleRiemann–167













× s 2αa+b−3m+2 g(xs− α(a+b−m)a+b−3m+2 )ds
]
. (24)171
Under the assumption v = t
s






















































= − α(a + b − m)
















































a+b−3m+2 −1 (n − α185
+ 2α
a + b − 3m + 2 −
α(a + b − m)


























































a+b−3m+2 −1 (n − α 192
+ 2α
a + b − 3m + 2 −
α(a + b − m)
















= · · · = tn−α+ 2αa+b−3m+2
∏n−1
j=0 (1 − α 195
+ 2α
a + b − 3m + 2 + j −
α(a + b − m)


































g(ξ) + εmgm−1gξ 202
+ (b − 1)(a + b − 2)ga+b−3g3ξ 203
+ (a + b − 3)ga+b−2gξξ gξ + ga+b−1gξξξ = 0. 204
(30) 205
This completes the proof. unionsq 2063 Conserva ion laws 207
In this section, we study the conservation laws of the 208
class of time-fractional nonlinear dispersive equa- 209
tion. The 
Riemann-LiouvilleRiemann–Liouvilleleft- 210
sided time-fractional derivative will be used as 211
0 Dαt u = Dnt (0 I n−αt u), (31) 212
in Eq. ( 1 ) . HereHere,Dt is the operator of differen- 213
tiation with respect to t , n = [α] + 1, and 0 I n−αt u is 214
the left-sided time-fractional integral of order n − α 215
defined by [25] 216
(0 I n−αt u)(x, t) =
1




(t − θ)1−n+α dθ, 217
(32) 218
where Γ (z) is the Gamma function. 219
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3.1 Necessary preliminaries220
A conserved vector satisfies the following conservation221
equation222
Dt (Ct ) + Dx (Cx ) = 0, (33)223
where Ct = Ct (t, x, u,.... . .), Cx = Cx (t, x,u, ...u, . . .).224
Eq. ( 33 ) is called a conservation law for Eq. ( 1 ) .225
A formal Lagrangian for ( 1 ) can be introduced as226





















HereHere,v(x, t) is a new dependent variable. Con-228
sidering the formal Lagrangian, an action integral is229





























where (Dαt )∗ is the adjoint operator of (Dαt ).236
Note that Eq. ( 1 ) with the

Riemann-LiouvilleRiemann–237
Liouvillefractional derivative can be rewritten in the238
form of conservation law form ( 33 ) with239




The adjoint equation is similarly to the case of integer-241
order nonlinear differential equations [25,26] , so we242





Considered the case of two independent variables246
t, x , and one dependent variable u(t, x), this funda-247
mental identity can be written as248
X¯ + Dt (τ )l + Dx (ξ)l = W δ
δu
+ Dt N t + Dx N x ,249
(39)250




Lagrangeoperator, N t and N x are the Noether opera-252
tors, X¯ is an appropriate prolongation for the Lie point253
generator254


















W = η − τut − ξux . (41) 258
For the
case Riemann-Liouvillecase, Riemann–Liouvilletime-259
fractional derivative is used in Eq. ( 1 ) , the operator 260
N t is given by [25,26] 261
N t = τ l +
n−1∑
k=0











where J is the integral [25,26] 264
J ( f, g) = 1





f (τ, x)g(μ, x)
(μ − τ)α+1−n dμdt. 265
(43) 266
The operator N x is defined by 267























For any generator X admitted by Eq. ( 1 ) and any 271
solution of this equation, we have: 272
(
X¯ L + Dt (τ )L + Dx (ξ)L
) |(1)= 0. (45) 273
This equality yields the conservation law 274
Dt (N t L) + Dx (N x L) = 0. (46) 275
3.2 Conservation laws 276
In the previous subsection, we gave some basic defini- 277
tions. In this subsection, we will present the conserva- 278
tion laws. 279
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For the case, when α ∈ (0, 1), using ( 42 ) and ( 44280
) , one can get the components of conserved vectors281
















= v0 Dα−1t (Wi ) + J (Wi , vt ), (47)284


























(a + b − 3)ua+b−2uxx287












+ Dx (Wi )
{










where i = 1, 2 and functions Wi are292
W1 = −ux , W2 = 2u − (a + b − 3m + 2) t
α
ut293
−[ (a + b − m) x]ux . (49)294
Also, when α ∈ (1, 2), we get the components of295
conserved vectors296
































= v 0 Dα−1t (Wi ) + J (Wi , vt )301
− vt 0 Dα−2t (Wi ) − J (Wi , vt t ), (50)302


























(a + b − 3)ua+b−2uxx305













+ Dx (Wi )
{










where i = 1, 2 and functions Wi have the form 311
W1 = −ux , W2 = 2u − (a + b − 3m + 2) t
α
ut 312
−[ (a + b − m) x]ux . (52) 313
4 Concluding remarks and discussion 314
In this paper, we investigated 

time fractionaltime- 315
fractionalnonlin ar dispersive equation via Lie sym- 316
metries and conservation laws. We firstly obtained the 317
Lie point symmetries and perform symmetry reduc- 318
tions. Furthermore, the conservation laws are con- 319
structed for the first time in this paper. The obtained 320
results will serve as benchmark in the accuracy test- 321
ing, comparison of numerical results. There are several 322
issues which need to be pursued furthers. For exam- 323
ple, here we have used classical Lie symmetry method 324
for only two independent x, t and one dependent u 325
variables. It is not clear that, how to derive similar 326
results in the case of time FPDEs with more indepen- 327
dent and dependent variables. In addition, for the con- 328
















= −vαt , it is also not clear that 331
whether there exists nonlocal symmetry. It is of interest 332
in general to study whether the method of investigating 333
PDEs can be extended to FPDEs. It is worthy of inves- 334
tigating further and these topics will be reported in the 335
future series of research works. 336
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